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Steel, in all its forms, is omnipresent in our daily lives. But I hardly need to tell you that! 
What, however, can we expect by the year 2050? In a society that is ever more demanding, 
and rightly so, with regard to environmental protection, what changes in the use and 
presence of this raw material can we anticipate? Let me reassure you, by 2050, the 
world’s population will have increased by another two billion people who will require 
accommodation. Given that steel is used in 50% of all buildings, we can therefore expect 
demand to evolve positively. However, ecological issues will remain a major concern. 
Over the last thirty years, the energy consumption required for steel production has 
halved. But even if 100% of the steel manufactured is recyclable, further measures need 

to be taken. To this end, in the United States, for example, a group of experts has been set up to find solutions to 
reduce CO2 emissions by substituting oxygen for carbon. As for ULCOS, a consortium comprising companies 
and organisations from 15 European countries, the aim is to reduce CO2 emissions by 50% over the medium term. 
Like in any industry, the role played by R&D, while often carried out behind the scenes, is absolutely essential to 
ensure the sustainability of a product.

And this is what we at Arma-Plus strive to do, placing our business skills at the service of the solutions we offer. 
Our skills and expertise, whether human, industrial, technological, or the transmission of knowledge, form a 
solid foundation that guarantees the performance and accuracy of our A+Software. These pillars of our activity 
are represented in our new graphic signature, divided into four blocks and four colours. Beyond mere aesthetics, 
this visual evolution fully represents the values that 
drive our company: respect, quality, creativity, and 
the transmission of knowledge. With sincerity and 
truth as our spearheads, these values allow us to 
position ourselves more closely in line with the actual 
expectations of the market.

In this issue, we will be presenting the views of our 
customer in Singapore, Lee Welded Mesh. The ability 
to permanently reinvent one’s industrial logic is a great 
lesson in optimism for our reinforcing steel industry. 
How should we deal with new environmental and labour 
constraints, and how do we transform these constraints 
into a force of progress? Singapore and especially LWM 
are exemplary in this field. 
 
Happy reading.

World crude steel production experienced a 3% increase over the first nine months of 2013. The strongest 
regional growth was recorded in the Middle East, with a rise of 6.76% to 19,321 kT. In the UAE alone, 
production increased by 25%. Asia ranked second in terms of positive growth, with a rise of 6.36% to 
reach 795,080 kT (of which 587,380 kT for China). With the exception of Africa, which remained stable 
at 11,400 kT, all of the other geographic regions experienced a decline. This confirms the dominance of 
China on the steel market (49% of world production).
Production in North America fell by 4.08% to reach a year-to-date total of 88 MT. The European Union 
experienced a 4.2% decline (to 123.8 MT). Production in other countries fell by about 2%.
Total world production peaked at 1,186 MT, compared with 1,151 MT for the same period in 2012.

Sources : www.worldsteel.org - www.steelonthenet.com  - www.meps.co.uk/

To the Western mind, Singapore has long been considered a 
destination filled with mystery and exoticism.
Today this city-state is actually a remarkable example of 
modernity and progress, boasting a GDP per capita of $ 51,700, 

compared with $ 39,700 for France and $ 49,900 for the USA (World Bank Statistics, 2012). Comprising an 
area of   about 700 km² (roughly the size of Paris and its suburbs) and a population of 5.3 million, Singapore 
consumes some 2 million tonnes of reinforcing steel per year.
With – (the property) price per m² among the highest in the world, strict labour control, and significant 
environmental constraints to maintain the city’s remarkable living conditions despite its intense 
activity, we could be forgiven for imagining the reinforcing steel industry in Singapore to be at a serious 
disadvantage. Yet the management of Lee Welded Mesh (LWM) have always known how to transform 
these constraints into a factor of progress.
At both their plants in Tuas Avenue and Sembawang Wharves, LWM implements a series of highly 
innovative, productive and flexible technologies and equipment. Production ratios per m² and in tonnes/
hour are among the highest of best industry practices.

Can you introduce your company in a few words?

Lee Metal Group Ltd, through its wholly-owned subsidiary – Lee Welded Mesh Singapore Pte Ltd (LWM) 
– is engaged in the fabrication and distribution of construction reinforcement steel products to the 
Singapore market. The main products offered by LWM are cut & bend reinforcement bars, reinforcement 
mesh, and pre-fabricated steel components. With a total staff strength of approximately 450 people, LWM 
is a leading supplier in Singapore with 20% of the Singapore construction steel market. LWM’s target 
customers are building & civil structure contractors and precasters.
We are fabricating 5,000 different bar marks for cut & bend rebar fabrication, and 1,000 different bar 
marks for mesh fabrication daily. Furthermore, 95% of the mesh orders are engineering mesh while the 
remaining 5% is standard mesh. Using Arma+, LWM is able to handle large volume of complexity with 
ease.

Why did you choose Arma Plus for your software rebar solution?

Arma+ is the leading steel reinforcement software in the world that could manage rebar and mesh 
fabrication from Order Processing to Production Planning to Delivery Control to Invoicing. LWM started 
working with Arma+ in 1999. Furthermore, LWM was the pioneer user when Arma+ introduced the mesh 
fabrication module. Since then, Arma+ have been supporting LWM in the business growth through 
reinforcement steel IT solution.
With Arma+, LWM could track the production progress of each bar. This ensures completeness of the 
customer’s orders when we deliver the rebar to the construction site. Furthermore, any missing rebar 
complaints can be traced back to the Arma+ production data.
With A+Software, LWM could computerize the whole rebar cut and bend and mesh fabrication with a 
systematic and efficient approach. Past production data could be analysed through Arma+’s reports. We 
can generate documents that are provided to customers for their reference when fixing the rebar on-site.

What do you foresee for the future in your activity, with Arma Plus?

Currently, LWM is exploring with Arma+ and EVG on the integration between A+ software and EVG 
welding machine, so as to directly download and feedback the production data from Arma+ and EVG, 
and vice versa. With the integration, Arma+ could assign the production order based on the machine 
availability, capacity and capability. Also, this could eliminate data entry error when keying in the bar 
mark information into EVG machine.

Lee Heng Thiam -Managing Director
Lee Welded Mesh Singapore Pte Ltd - http://www.leemetalgroup.com

To offer you even more effective service and better meet your requirements, we are currently strengthening 
our commitment to quality with the upcoming modernisation of our after-sales service infrastructure. 
We have identified a Support / Help Desk software solution that combines flexibility and functionality, 
while complying with best practices in software publishing.

To assist us in this process, we are working closely with specialist software publisher ISILOG, who 
was chosen following a comprehensive and detailed selection process, with ten specialist companies 
competing for the tender. The companies short-listed were assessed on a set of functional, technical, 
commercial and business criteria. Having convincingly demonstrated their commitment and the 
suitability of their offer with respect to our requirements, the ISILOG teams were awarded the contract.
As of the second quarter of 2014, you will benefit from direct access to our Help Desk via a personalized 
web space, as well as the following general improvements:

> Better management of technical incidents and calls.
> Management of change requests or monitoring of project activity.
> Provision of a knowledge base for easy access to already listed solutions.
> Improved traceability of project history.
> Simplified management of maintenance contracts.
> Monitoring of your assets (licenses, industrial equipment, computer equipment, etc.).

Founded in 1992 and specialized in the publishing of software for IT service management and Quality 
applications, the French group ISILOG today numbers 80 employees across two companies: ISILOG and 
ISIWARE.
ISILOG uses its own in-house software solution, for which the Group has obtained ISO 20000 and ISO 
9001 certification. It stands out from the competition thanks to its single solution for managing IT services 
in full compliance with ITIL recommendations.

With over 1,500 successful projects in Europe, the ISILOG Group has acquired recognized expertise in 
the implementation of solutions that are perfectly adapted to its customer organisations. Between them, 
the ISILOG teams cover a very wide range of skills and draw on a structured organisation built around a 
project management office, consultants, analysts, programmers, and system and DBA engineers.

www.isilog.fr
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Hi! My name is Antoine Devineau, I’m 20 years old, and I have been sailing 
since the age of seven. I’m currently studying for my engineering degree at 
ISEN (Higher Institute for Electronics and Digital Training) in Brest, where 
I also integrated the training centre for the men’s Olympic-class Laser 
Standard. My dream of competing at a (very) high level in this discipline 
(Olympic Games?) requires significant investment and dedication. I’m 
therefore very grateful to Arma-Plus who decided to sponsor and support 
me in this ambitious project. I believe that the company and its Chairman, 
Jean-Jacques Touya, share the same love of adventure and desire to excel 
that motivate me.
So with each new issue of A+News, I’ll be keeping you up-to-date with my 
progress and everything that’s going on in my life...

The last two races I took part in were the Europa Cup regatta in Le Havre, France, and the Garda Trentino 
Olympic Week in Italy. There were 35 sailors registered for the Europa Cup. My goal was, obviously, was 
to finish in the top three. Conditions were favourable with an average of 14 knots during the race, despite 
extremely cold temperatures (2-4°C). A lack of consistency caused me to fall behind, but on the last day 
I took the lead in both races. However, my inexperience got the better of me, and I ended up finishing 
second and third. I ranked fifth overall, only two points away from third place. Watch this space: next 
time I’ll be in the top three...

For the Garda Trentino Olympic Week in Italy, the level was extremely high. In fact, all of the world’s 
top sailors took part, with over 40 nations represented. My personal goal during this competition was to 
gauge my current level, and the work I still need to do to improve. I ranked in 80th place after nine races, 
with a day’s racing cancelled due to lack of wind. Although I still have a long way to go to rival the best in 
the field, the progress I’m making is very encouraging. I’m particularly pleased by the results I achieved 
in certain races where I finished among the best.
Catch up with me again in the next issue.

Antoine

Arma-Plus was founded in 1984 by Jean-Jacques Touya. For the past 30 years, we have been 
working on a daily basis with specialists from the reinforcing steel industry. Thirty years of creativity, 
innovation and expertise at the service of professionals from this relatively little-known industrial activity. 
Today, our sole objective is to continue working alongside you, our partners and customers, providing 
you with increasingly innovative solutions.
To mark this 30-year milestone, we have designed a brand new company logo. In 2014, we will be 
launching a new site, with new access to our support services that will allow you to benefit from greater 
responsiveness on our part. Wire 2014 in Dusseldorf (7-11 April) will be the perfect venue for us to thank 
you and present our latest major advances. We look forward to seeing you on stand 16A09.
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LEEWELDED MESH

A+Software comprises a very useful feature, but one that remains relatively 
unknown. To simplify the sequencing of tasks for outright sales (‘walk-in’ sales, 
for example), you can use the ‘Turbo’ functionality. In this way, depending on 
the set configuration and following your analysis, you can very simply and 
easily generate the production sequence, edit labels and bills of quantities, 
generate the delivery slip, print it, and do the same for the invoice. All this 
with just one click!
 
If you need help setting up your ‘Turbo’ functionality, or if you have any other 
questions, please contact us at the following address: support@armaplus.com
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TIP :
‘Turbo-boosting’ your work

7, rue du Tonnel ier  -  CP 2 607
44 805 Saint-Herbla in Cedex (FRANCE)

Tél .  +33 (0)2 40 92 05 54
Fax +33 (0)2 40 92 06 03

emai l  :  in fo@armaplus.com

www.armaplus.com

For some time now, Arma-Plus has been marketing a revolutionary and 
visionary tool designed in response to a requirement expressed for decades, 
but that had previously never been met, namely the ability to electronically 
scan and use CAD drawings to establish rebar lists. Consisting of two 
modules (ScanInspector and ScanCad), this comprehensive solution not 
only reads, but also interprets the data, and verifies that it is usable. This 
intelligent system can thus rapidly identify the data in drawings provided 
by different engineering design offices or customers. It allows, for example, 
for adjusting the scales in order to ensure consistent dimensions for 
manufacturing.
Available today for structural elements such as columns, beams, floors, walls or stairs, A+Rebar Scan can 
be integrated within a BIM approach to guarantee compatibility with the standards of tomorrow.

We have also recently enhanced our A+Software. The new modules notably concern production 
management, via the machinery assignment engine, and production monitoring in real time. Beyond the 
use of a new industrial terminal with a touch screen, these improvements impact the whole organisation, 
and make the operator’s work faster, easier, and more precise. They also result in more detailed feedback: 
better monitoring of working hours, integrated machine maintenance, monitoring of the theoretical 
manufactured linear mass density of the raw materials by load, availability of new production reports, 
new ‘foreman’ administration function for improved monitoring, etc. This software allows you to follow 
the production process more closely and manage it more efficiently.

As you can see, we continually strive to anticipate our customers’ needs and provide precise solutions to 
industry requirements. Please contact us for any further information you may require.

Jean-Jacques TOUYA, PDG Arma Plus

Always one innovative step ahead


